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Reading Learning 
 

 
1. What are the two priorities of jungle survival? 
2. Find and copy a phrase which the author uses to show that the 

jungle can be deadly. 



3. ‘You need to drink around 10 litres of water a day to stay alive in 
this raging heat.’ - What does this tell you about the climate of the 
jungle? 

4. Why do you think the guide advises to build shelter ‘before 
darkness falls’? 

5. Clarify the word ‘predators’. 
6. Sum up the key point of this text in 15 words or less. 

 

 
Answers to Yesterday’s Learning 

 
1. Who or what is the poem about? 

The poem is about a boy who is told that something can’t be done but he 
manages to do it anyway. 

2. Find and copy two things that he took off before he’d begun. 
His coat and hat 

3. Which word means the same as ‘prophesy’ (line 18)? Pick one: 
 

predict     carry sing 
4. What is it that the person is trying to do that ‘couldn’t be done’? 

He is trying to sing 
5. Look at verse one - give two ways in which the author shows that ‘he’ is 

happy. 
In the text it says ‘with a chuckle’ and ‘with the trace of a grin. Both of these 
show that the boy is happy. 

6. What message do you think the author is trying to give through his poem?  
Give at least 2 pieces of evidence from the text to support your answer. 
The author is trying to tell us to have a go even when something seems too 
hard and when everyone else is telling you it’s impossible. I think this because 
in the text it repeats the line ‘that couldn’t be done… and he did it’ which 
shows that he achieved something that everyone thought was impossible. 
Also, it says in the text ‘he would be one who wouldn’t say so til he’d tried’ 
which shows that the man in the poem is willing to have a go even though he 
wasn’t sure himself. 


